
After viewing the video presentation “Why Quality Legal Representation Matters for Families Affected by Substance Use Disorders” use this
Discussion Guide to facilitate further conversation within your team. Feel free to discuss the questions that are most relevant to your
program. At the conclusion of the discussion, formulate and assign specific action steps as a way to move forward.
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Team Discussion Guide

Is there an existing multidisciplinary team that can focus on improving
dependency and/or family treatment court (FTC) practices?
Is there a shared agreement on the importance of continued access to
justice and high-quality legal representation which includes regular
communications between attorneys and clients as well as the ability
for everyone to participate in proceedings?
Is there a shared agreement that there are numerous opportunities to
improve how systems, including the courts, on how they respond to
dependency cases, especially those affected by parental substance
use disorders (SUDs)?  
Does court leadership support a problem-solving approach to family
matters that prioritize the resolution of core underlying issues?
Discuss the right to parent and why this right is sacred?   What kind of
representation would you want if your children were removed?
What specific outcomes does your FTC want to achieve for children
and families?  Child welfare?  Treatment?  Courts?  Community? 
Were attorneys included when planning and designing your family
treatment court?  Are they part of your governance structure?  If not,
what steps can you take to remediate and secure their feedback and
buy-in going forward?  

Download the 'Attributes of High-Quality Legal Representation" handout
and review the descriptions of the individual attorney and system
attributes.
Which of the individual attorney attributes would you consider
existing strengths within your team or attorney panel?  Discuss why. 
Which of the individual attributes do you think needs improvement or
strengthening?  Discuss why and what can be done to improve.  
Which of the system attributes would you consider existing strengths
within your team or court system?  Discuss why.  Which of the system
attributes do you think needs improvement or strengthening?  Discuss
why and what can be done to improve. 
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Download the "Cornerstone Advocacy in the First 60 Days" handout and
discuss how each of the four Cornerstones - Placement, Visiting (aka
Family Time), Services, and Conferencing can ensure ‘reasonable efforts’
and support reunification.  
Discuss how meaningful visits (family time), supportive placements, well-
matched services, and collaborative conferencing can be promoted at
every opportunity - in and outside the courtroom.
Discuss how early (within first 60 days of CWS case) and consistent
(throughout the case) focus on each of the four Cornerstones could yield
better results for families in your jurisdiction.  What small adjustments
and within what key time-frames outlined in the handout does your team
want to focus on?  
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Discuss the challenges the timelines under the Adoption and Safe
Families Act (ASFA) present for recovery and substance use disorders,
trauma, and parent-child relationships, and the contextual factors that
are directly relevant to successful reunification, such as the
availability of quality services and treatment and a family's ability to
access services timely and effectively.
Ask the attorneys on your team or panel to identify what parts of the
case involving parental SUDs are the most challenging or concerning
to them?  
Discuss the dilemma of advocacy on behalf of clients and
collaboration to achieve shared outcomes of the FTC.  Can you
achieve and do both?  How?  
Discuss the tension between advocating parent's long-term and short-
term goals.  Can you achieve both?  How? 
Discuss and clarify roles and responsibilities of attorneys in the FTC.
Does everyone on the team understand that attorneys must balance
their role as team members with their professional and ethical
obligations to their clients? Do attorneys understand that their
participation in FTC staffing and sessions is critical for the protection
of their clients but also for the team’s success?  
Do attorneys have a solid understanding of the FTC program so they
can inform parents of expectations and benefits of participation?  If
not, what can be done to improve this? 
Discuss how the FTC team or partner agencies can support attorney's
advocacy and client interactions inside and outside of the courtroom.
Discuss how "re-defining the win" can help your team, including
attorneys, collectively achieve the larger goals of supporting whole
and healthy families for long-term recovery and stability.  
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Identify 1-2 specific steps you and/or your team will take as a result of
this discussion.  
Share key takeaways from your discussion with your governance
structure or court leadership.
Download the Take Action Guide for additional next steps for your
team.

For more information, please contact us at fdc@cffutures.orgCONTACT
INFO
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